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Quantitative Easing (Buying Bonds in the range of $600 Billion)
The Federal Reserve has announced a new round of bond-buying to lower long-term interest rates to
boost the economy.
Debate is raging inside and outside the Fed about how much good it will do, if any. Proponents say purchasing hundreds of billions of dollars more in Treasury bonds will provide only modest support for the
economy. Foes warn that it could backfire by pushing up commodity prices, sowing seeds of unwelcome
inflation in the future, or by undermining confidence in the Fed’s ability to manage — and eventually reduce — its holdings.
What is quantitative easing, or QE?
It’s the electronic equivalent of starting up the Fed’s printing presses to create money for buying financial
assets in the market – in this case long-term U.S. Treasury bonds. Buying bonds pushes down their
yields and the interest rates across the debt markets that are closely tied to U.S. Treasury rates.
But critics of QE2, including some Fed members, believe that too much monetary stimulus might lead to
runaway inflation that could derail the economy, or future asset bubbles that could endanger economic
stability over the long term.
Get ready for hyper-inflation followed by the replacement of the US currency.
Predictions
According to Matthew 24:35-36, Jesus said that no one knows the exact date and time of the end of the
world: "Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away. But of that day and hour
knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father only." However, many Christians have
attempted to predict the year and month (but not necessarily the day and hour) of the end.
The following are my predictions of what’s coming, many happen in parallel:
Shaken (Christians and Non Christians) – Many people are going through problems today.
Israel (rising) – Technologies are moving to Israel. It did not take 40 years to
get the Hebrew people to the Promise Land. It took 40 years to get Egypt out of the
Hebrew people.
United States (declining) – The New World Order can not happen with a moral
and strong United States.
War between Israel and Iran (Israel and Middle East) – Iran and the Middle
East can not get nuclear weapons.
Latter Rain – The out pouring of the Holy Spirit.
World-wide Revival – The last and major revival.
New World Order – One world government by politicians. Most likely ruled
from Rome.
Fullness of Time – End of this age or the End of the Age of Grace.
Rapture – The catching away of the Church. I hope and pray it will be pre-trib.
Antichrist – Starts the 7 year period. Satan is revealed. The period is divided
into two 3 and ½ year parts.
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Armageddon – The final batter over Israel. Satan looses and God wins. Marks
the Second Coming of our Lord (Jesus Christ).
Second Coming – Jesus returns to Earth.
Millennium – Jesus begins his 1,000 year reign on Earth.
These are my predications and flow in this order. Please note that several items happen in
parallel. Also Revelation consists of many events that happen primarily after the Rapture.
The Shaking has started.
The rising of Israel has started.
The decline of the United States has started.
The New World Order has started.
The New World Order is first ruled by people (politicians) most likely from Rome. It happens before the
Antichrist rules and most likely after the Latter Rain. The New World Order has been happening for a
long time. A moral and strong US is standing in the way. That is why the decline of the US. Also the
War between Israel and Iran helps push for a New World Order.
The Rapture will happen before the rise of the Antichrist, but after the Latter Rain, World-wide Revival,
and the Fullness of Time (Age of the Gentile, or Age of Grace). These 3 events must happen before the
Catching Away of the Church (Rapture). The Latter Rain is what begins the Ending of the Church as we
know it today. The Latter Rain is out pouring of the Holy Spirit.
The Bad stuff has already begun (the rise of Obama, the rise of the Media, borders, not enforcing US
Laws, Illegal Aliens, Global Weather, Healthcare, Swine Flue, AIDS, the many bail-outs, floods, earthquakes, storms, fires, famines, genocide, identity theft, asteroids, the US Dollar & the Economy, the loss
of jobs, the rise of the New World Order, etc.) Next in the world (US) is high inflation followed by the replacement of the US currency. Identity Theft will help sell the Mark of the Beast. The lack of drinking
water will be another major problem for the World (Antichrist).
Our focus is doing the things that will help save souls (guided by the Holy Spirit) and vote like
Christians/Americans. In the long run “souls” are all that counts.
Mike
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